From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah G Williams on behalf of Licensing
Pam Riley
FW: Form submission from: Comment on a licence application - form Rep 1 - Paul Blackmur
14 October 2020 14:23:01

Hi Pam,
This has been allocated to you on the misc list.
Kind Regards
Sarah
-----Original Message----From: LambethCouncil <LambethCouncil2@lambeth.gov.uk>
Sent: 14 October 2020 13:10
To: Licensing <XDESLICENSE@lambeth.gov.uk>
Subject: Form submission from: Comment on a licence application - form
Submitted on Wednesday, October 14, 2020 - 13:09 Submitted by user: Anonymous Submitted values are:
     ==Your personal details==
    Title: Mr
    First name: Paul
    Last name: Blackmur
    Email:
    Telephone:
==Your address==
Address:
UPRN:
==Your comments==
    Which application do you want to comment on? London Beer Factory
    2-12 Earnest Avenue West Norwood. SE27 0DJ
    Preventing crime and disorder: The sale of alcohol is widely
    recognised as a contributing factor to a rise in public disorder.
    Public safety: The safety of local residents and businesses is
    effected by a business selling alcohol for consumption within its
    premises. This will inevitably result an increase in antisocial
    behaviour.
    Preventing public nuisance: Additional traffic and noise
    population which will impact on local residents.
    Protecting children from harm: Child educational facility within
    very close proximity.
    Any other comments: A business of this type is not in keeping
    with the local area.
    Supporting evidence 1:
    Supporting evidence 2:
    Supporting evidence 3:

[https://www.lambeth.gov.uk/sites/default/files/650x100-covid-email-banner.png]

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Licensing
The London Beer Factory 2 - 12 Ernest Avenue London SE27 0DA - Rep2 - N. Jahar
15 October 2020 23:29:01

Ref: The London Beer Factory
2-12 Ernest Avenue
SE27 0DA
Dear lambeth Council Planning Officer,
I hope you and your family are in good health and keeping safe during this pandemic.
I am writing this email to object to the Change of use for the above premises due to the
following reasons.
There are already 3 premises within 50 metres of the area serving beer and alcohol and
nightclub and unfortunately due to this there is an increase in antisocial behaviour
especially during the evenings.
We have seen drunk people peeing in the Alleyway next to the West Norwood Mosque
and also sleeping in the Alleyway.
We have people who come to pray peacefully and also children who attend the Mosque for
Islamic Lessons and School Tutions and they already feel unsafe having to walk past drunk
people and the above will only increase antisocial behaviour.
We have had to sweep broken liquor bottles from our front door and the pavement and
unfortunately at times some people have left beer bottles and cans of beer on our doorstep
knowing that as a Muslim and a Mosque alcohol is something that is not allowed. This is
very insensitive to one's belief and the above application will just increase this type of
behaviour.
Unfortunately there is an increase in the traffic as buses are having to line up on the main
road on Ernest Avenue on the queue gets very long stretching onto the railway bridge at
times.
I object to the above premises being used to serve alcohol or as a night club to play live
music or any pub like venue. It's inappropriate to have a place like this next to a faith
place.
I hope that the Lambeth Council rejects the change of use.
Kind Regards
N.Jahar

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Licensing
Beer factory Rep3 - Muse Hussan
16 October 2020 11:49:30

The London Beer Factory
2 - 12 Ernest Avenue London
SE27 0DA
Ref: The London Beer Factory
2-12 Ernest Avenue
SE27 0DA
Hi Planning Officer @ Lambeth Council
I sincerely hope and pray that all is well. Ameen
I would like to object to the Change of use for the above premises due to the following reasons.
There are already 3 premises within 50 metres of the area serving beer and alcohol and nightclub and
unfortunately due to this there is an increase in antisocial behaviour especially during the evenings.
We have seen drunk people peeing in the Alleyway next to the West Norwood Mosque and also sleeping in the
Alleyway.
We have people who come to pray peacefully and also children who attend the Mosque for Islamic Lessons and
School Tutions and they already feel unsafe having to walk past drunk people and the above will only increase
antisocial behaviour.
We have had to sweep broken liquor bottles from our front door and the pavement and unfortunately at times
some people have left beer bottles and cans of beer on our doorstep knowing that as a Muslim and a Mosque
alcohol is something that is not allowed. This is very insensitive to one's belief and the above application will
just increase this type of behaviour.
Unfortunately there is an increase in the traffic as buses are having to line up on the main road on Ernest
Avenue on the queue gets very long stretching onto the railway bridge at times.
I object to the above premises being used to serve alcohol or as a night club to play live music or any pub like
venue.
I hope that the Lambeth Council rejects the change of use.
Thanks
Your Name ........ mussa

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ola Owojori on behalf of Licensing
Pam Riley
FW: 2 - 12 Ernest Avenue London SE27 0DA - Rep4 - Imam Muhammad Ashraf Hansrot
16 October 2020 12:12:25

Hi Pam,
This is for you
Regards
Ola
From:
Sent: 15 October 2020 23:05
To: Licensing <XDESLICENSE@lambeth.gov.uk>
Subject: 2 - 12 Ernest Avenue London SE27 0DA
Hi,
I sincerely hope and pray that all is well. Ameen
I am the Imam at the West Norwood Mosque on No. 58-60 Norwood High Street. SE27 9NR
I would like to object to the Change of use for the above premises due to the following reasons.
There are already 3 premises within 50 metres of the area serving beer and alcohol and
nightclub and unfortunately due to this there is an increase in antisocial behaviour especially
during the evenings.
We have seen drunk people peeing in the Alleyway next to the West Norwood Mosque and also
sleeping in the Alleyway.
We have people who come to pray peacefully and also children who attend the Mosque for
Islamic Lessons and School Tutions and they already feel unsafe having to walk past drunk
people and the above will only increase antisocial behaviour.
We have had to sweep broken liquor bottles from our front door and the pavement and
unfortunately at times some people have left beer bottles and cans of beer on our doorstep
knowing that as a Muslim and a Mosque alcohol is something that is not allowed. This is very
insensitive to one's belief and the above application will just increase this type of behaviour.
Unfortunately there is an increase in the traffic as buses are having to line up on the main road
on Ernest Avenue on the queue gets very long stretching onto the railway bridge at times.
Myself and the congregation object to the above premises being used to serve alcohol or as a
night club to play live music.
I hope that the Lambeth Council rejects the change of use.

Thanks
Imam Muhammad Ashraf Hansrot

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ola Owojori on behalf of Licensing
Pam Riley
FW: Form submission from: Comment on a licence application - form Rep5 - Zia Mohi-ud-Din
16 October 2020 12:13:19

Hi Pam,
Another for you
Regards
Ola
-----Original Message----From: LambethCouncil <LambethCouncil2@lambeth.gov.uk>
Sent: 15 October 2020 23:27
To: Licensing <XDESLICENSE@lambeth.gov.uk>
Subject: Form submission from: Comment on a licence application - form
Submitted on Thursday, October 15, 2020 - 23:26 Submitted by user: Anonymous Submitted values are:
     ==Your personal details==
    Title: Mr
    First name: Zia
    Last name: Mohi-ud-Din
    Email:
    Telephone:
==Your address==
Address:
UPRN:
==Your comments==
    Which application do you want to comment on?
    London Beer Factory Ltd
    2 Ernest Avenue, SE27 0DJ
    Preventing crime and disorder: By opening this pub, it will
    increase in street crime due to it's nature of business and late
    working hours
    Public safety: There's already shortage of parking in that area
    and tons of buses passing every day. It's dangerous for people
    coming out from pub and straight on a busy road.
    Preventing public nuisance: Certainly, it must be public
    nuisance. Again drunk people coming out of the property are
    public nuisance.
    Protecting children from harm:
    Any other comments:
    Supporting evidence 1:
    Supporting evidence 2:
    Supporting evidence 3:

[https://www.lambeth.gov.uk/sites/default/files/650x100-covid-email-banner.png]

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ola Owojori on behalf of Licensing
Pam Riley
FW: Licence objection- Rep6 - Rachid Deguigui
16 October 2020 12:15:06

Hi Pam,
Another for you
Ola
From:
Sent: 16 October 2020 06:03
To: Licensing <XDESLICENSE@lambeth.gov.uk>
Subject: Licence objection

Ref: The London Beer Factory
2-12 Ernest Avenue
SE27 0DA
Dear planning Officer @ Lambeth Council,
I sincerely hope and pray that all is well. Ameen
I would like to object to the Change of use for the above premises due to the following reasons.
There are already 3 premises within 50 metres of the area serving beer and alcohol and
nightclub and unfortunately due to this there is an increase in antisocial behaviour especially
during the evenings.
We have seen drunk people peeing in the Alleyway next to the West Norwood Mosque and also
sleeping in the Alleyway.
We have people who come to pray peacefully and also children who attend the Mosque for
Islamic Lessons and School Tutions and they already feel unsafe having to walk past drunk
people and the above will only increase antisocial behaviour.
We have had to sweep broken liquor bottles from our front door and the pavement and
unfortunately at times some people have left beer bottles and cans of beer on our doorstep
knowing that as a Muslim and a Mosque alcohol is something that is not allowed. This is very
insensitive to one's belief and the above application will just increase this type of behaviour.
Unfortunately there is an increase in the traffic as buses are having to line up on the main road
on Ernest Avenue on the queue gets very long stretching onto the railway bridge at times.
I object to the above premises being used to serve alcohol or as a night club to play live music or

any pub like venue.
I hope that the Lambeth Council rejects the change of use.
Regards
Rachid Deguigui

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ola Owojori on behalf of Licensing
Pam Riley
FW: Licence objection Rep7 - Kenza Deguigui
16 October 2020 12:15:46

From:
Sent: 16 October 2020 07:18
To: Licensing <XDESLICENSE@lambeth.gov.uk>
Subject: Licence objection

Ref: The London Beer Factory
2-12 Ernest Avenue
SE27 0DA
Dear planning Officer @ Lambeth Council,
I sincerely hope and pray that all is well. Ameen
I would like to object to the Change of use for the above premises due to the following reasons.
There are already 3 premises within 50 metres of the area serving beer and alcohol and
nightclub and unfortunately due to this there is an increase in antisocial behaviour especially
during the evenings.
We have seen drunk people peeing in the Alleyway next to the West Norwood Mosque and also
sleeping in the Alleyway.
We have people who come to pray peacefully and also children who attend the Mosque for
Islamic Lessons and School Tutions and they already feel unsafe having to walk past drunk
people and the above will only increase antisocial behaviour.
We have had to sweep broken liquor bottles from our front door and the pavement and
unfortunately at times some people have left beer bottles and cans of beer on our doorstep
knowing that as a Muslim and a Mosque alcohol is something that is not allowed. This is very
insensitive to one's belief and the above application will just increase this type of behaviour.
Unfortunately there is an increase in the traffic as buses are having to line up on the main road
on Ernest Avenue on the queue gets very long stretching onto the railway bridge at times.
I object to the above premises being used to serve alcohol or as a night club to play live music or
any pub like venue.
I hope that the Lambeth Council rejects the change of use.
Regards
Kenza Deguigui

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ola Owojori on behalf of Licensing
Pam Riley
FW: Objection to the Planning Rep8 - Ibrahim Tchelenon
16 October 2020 12:16:19

From:
Sent: 16 October 2020 07:27
To: Licensing <XDESLICENSE@lambeth.gov.uk>
Cc:
Subject: Objection to the Planning

Ref: The London Beer Factory
2-12 Ernest Avenue
SE27 0DA
Dear Sir/Madam
I would like to object to the Change of use for the above premises due to the following reasons.
There are already 3 premises within 50 metres of the area serving beer and alcohol and
nightclub and unfortunately due to this there is an increase in antisocial behaviour especially
during the evenings.
We have seen drunk people peeing in the Alleyway next to the West Norwood Mosque and also
sleeping in the Alleyway.
We have people who come to pray peacefully and also children who attend the Mosque for
Islamic Lessons and School Tutions and they already feel unsafe having to walk past drunk
people and the above will only increase antisocial behaviour.
We have had to sweep broken liquor bottles from our front door and the pavement and
unfortunately at times some people have left beer bottles and cans of beer on our doorstep
knowing that as a Muslim and a Mosque alcohol is something that is not allowed. This is very
insensitive to one's belief and the above application will just increase this type of behaviour.
Unfortunately there is an increase in the traffic as buses are having to line up on the main road
on Ernest Avenue on the queue gets very long stretching onto the railway bridge at times.
I object to the above premises being used to serve alcohol or as a night club to play live music or
any pub like venue.
I hope that the Lambeth Council rejects the change of use.
Yours sincerely
Ibrahim Tchelenon

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ola Owojori on behalf of Licensing
Pam Riley
FW: Ref: The London Beer Factory 2-12 Ernest Avenue SE27 0DA Rep9 - Mohammad morshed
16 October 2020 12:16:47

From:
Sent: 16 October 2020 08:00
To: Licensing <XDESLICENSE@lambeth.gov.uk>
Subject: Ref: The London Beer Factory 2-12 Ernest Avenue SE27 0DA
Hi Planning Officer @ Lambeth Council
I sincerely hope and pray that all is well. Ameen
I would like to object to the Change of use for the above premises due to the following reasons.
There are already 3 premises within 50 metres of the area serving beer and alcohol and
nightclub and unfortunately due to this there is an increase in antisocial behaviour especially
during the evenings.
We have seen drunk people peeing in the Alleyway next to the West Norwood Mosque and also
sleeping in the Alleyway.
We have people who come to pray peacefully and also children who attend the Mosque for
Islamic Lessons and School Tutions and they already feel unsafe having to walk past drunk
people and the above will only increase antisocial behaviour.
We have had to sweep broken liquor bottles from our front door and the pavement and
unfortunately at times some people have left beer bottles and cans of beer on our doorstep
knowing that as a Muslim and a Mosque alcohol is something that is not allowed. This is very
insensitive to one's belief and the above application will just increase this type of behaviour.
Unfortunately there is an increase in the traffic as buses are having to line up on the main road
on Ernest Avenue on the queue gets very long stretching onto the railway bridge at times.
I object to the above premises being used to serve alcohol or as a night club to play live music or
any pub like venue.
I hope that the Lambeth Council rejects the change of use.
Thanks
Mohammad morshed

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ola Owojori on behalf of Licensing
Pam Riley
FW: Ref: The London Beer Factory 2-12 Ernest Avenue SE27 0DA Rep10 - Mohamed Suleman
16 October 2020 12:17:10

From:
Sent: 16 October 2020 08:47
To: Licensing <XDESLICENSE@lambeth.gov.uk>
Subject: Ref: The London Beer Factory 2-12 Ernest Avenue SE27 0DA

Hi Planning Officer @ Lambeth Council
I sincerely hope and pray that all is well. Ameen
I would like to object to the Change of use for the above premises due to the following reasons.
There are already 3 premises within 50 metres of the area serving beer and alcohol and
nightclub and unfortunately due to this there is an increase in antisocial behaviour especially
during the evenings.
We have seen drunk people peeing in the Alleyway next to the West Norwood Mosque and also
sleeping in the Alleyway.
We have people who come to pray peacefully and also children who attend the Mosque for
Islamic Lessons and School Tutions and they already feel unsafe having to walk past drunk
people and the above will only increase antisocial behaviour.
We have had to sweep broken liquor bottles from our front door and the pavement and
unfortunately at times some people have left beer bottles and cans of beer on our doorstep
knowing that as a Muslim and a Mosque alcohol is something that is not allowed. This is very
insensitive to one's belief and the above application will just increase this type of behaviour.
Unfortunately there is an increase in the traffic as buses are having to line up on the main road
on Ernest Avenue on the queue gets very long stretching onto the railway bridge at times.
I object to the above premises being used to serve alcohol or as a night club to play live music or
any pub like venue.
I hope that the Lambeth Council rejects the change of use.
Thanks
Mohamed Suleman

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ola Owojori on behalf of Licensing
Pam Riley
FW: OBJECTION FOR OPENING OF BEER FACTORY ON A JAMMED ROAD Rep11 - Dialling Haruna
16 October 2020 12:17:48

From:
Sent: 16 October 2020 10:18
To: Licensing <XDESLICENSE@lambeth.gov.uk>
Subject: OBJECTION FOR OPENING OF BEER FACTORY ON A JAMMED ROAD

Dear Sir/Madam,
I wish to raise objection for the opening of
a beer factory on the Earnest Avenue, 2-12,
SE27 0DA, West Norwood, for the following reasons.
(1) There are already a number of Pubs or drinking bars within very short
distances, like Sugar Bar etc. Likewise, Sugar bar is Adjacent to that Address.
(2) It's a very busy road, without parking bays, and close to West Norwood Bus
Garage, due to which the Road is Busier than expected.
(3) There's risk for Pedestrians due to the
Narrow Nature of the Pavement along the
Earnest Avenue Stretch.
(4) Antisocial behaviours may rise due uncontrollable Actions of some Attendants.
(5) Crime rise may not be ruled out due bad
Attitude of some Attendants.
(6)Families with children may not feel Safe.
(7) Noise Level may rise.
Hoping to hear from you as I am a concerned Resident of SE27. Thank you.
Concerned Resident,
Dialling Haruna

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ola Owojori on behalf of Licensing
Pam Riley
FW: Beer factory Rep12 - Mussa
16 October 2020 12:18:15

-----Original Message----From: muse hassan
Sent: 16 October 2020 11:49
To: Licensing <XDESLICENSE@lambeth.gov.uk>
Subject: Beer factory
The London Beer Factory
2 - 12 Ernest Avenue London
SE27 0DA
Ref: The London Beer Factory
2-12 Ernest Avenue
SE27 0DA
Hi Planning Officer @ Lambeth Council
I sincerely hope and pray that all is well. Ameen
I would like to object to the Change of use for the above premises due to the following reasons.
There are already 3 premises within 50 metres of the area serving beer and alcohol and nightclub and
unfortunately due to this there is an increase in antisocial behaviour especially during the evenings.
We have seen drunk people peeing in the Alleyway next to the West Norwood Mosque and also sleeping in the
Alleyway.
We have people who come to pray peacefully and also children who attend the Mosque for Islamic Lessons and
School Tutions and they already feel unsafe having to walk past drunk people and the above will only increase
antisocial behaviour.
We have had to sweep broken liquor bottles from our front door and the pavement and unfortunately at times
some people have left beer bottles and cans of beer on our doorstep knowing that as a Muslim and a Mosque
alcohol is something that is not allowed. This is very insensitive to one's belief and the above application will
just increase this type of behaviour.
Unfortunately there is an increase in the traffic as buses are having to line up on the main road on Ernest
Avenue on the queue gets very long stretching onto the railway bridge at times.
I object to the above premises being used to serve alcohol or as a night club to play live music or any pub like
venue.
I hope that the Lambeth Council rejects the change of use.
Thanks
Your Name ........ mussa

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Licensing
Ref: The London Beer Factory 2-12 Ernest Avenue SE27 0DA Rep14 - Mohamed Adan
16 October 2020 19:38:49

Hi Planning Officer @ Lambeth Council
I sincerely hope and pray that all is well. Ameen
I would like to object to the Change of use for the above premises due to the following
reasons.
There are already 3 premises within 50 metres of the area serving beer and alcohol and
nightclub and unfortunately due to this there is an increase in antisocial behaviour
especially during the evenings.
We have seen drunk people peeing in the Alleyway next to the West Norwood Mosque
and also sleeping in the Alleyway.
We have people who come to pray peacefully and also children who attend the Mosque for
Islamic Lessons and School Tutions and they already feel unsafe having to walk past drunk
people and the above will only increase antisocial behaviour.
We have had to sweep broken liquor bottles from our front door and the pavement and
unfortunately at times some people have left beer bottles and cans of beer on our doorstep
knowing that as a Muslim and a Mosque alcohol is something that is not allowed. This is
very insensitive to one's belief and the above application will just increase this type of
behaviour.
Unfortunately there is an increase in the traffic as buses are having to line up on the main
road on Ernest Avenue on the queue gets very long stretching onto the railway bridge at
times.
I object to the above premises being used to serve alcohol or as a night club to play live
music or any pub like venue.
I hope that the Lambeth Council rejects the change of use.
Kind regards
Mohamed Adan

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Licensing; Cllr
The London Beer Factory 2 - 12 Ernest Avenue London SE27 0DA - Rep15 - Agenor A Jr
17 October 2020 22:51:31

Hi Planning Officer @ Lambeth Council
I sincerely hope and pray that all is well.
I would like to object to the Change of use for the above-mentioned premises
due to the following reasons.
There are already 3 premises nearby serving beer and alcohol and nightclub and
unfortunately due to this there is an increase in antisocial behaviour especially
during the evenings.
We have seen drunk people peeing in the Alleyway next to the West
Norwood Cathedral International Church and also sleeping in the Alleyway.
We have people who come to pray peacefully and also children who attend
the church services , rehearsals, we are a family community, and as families,
church members we feel unsafe having to walk past drunk people and the above
will only increase antisocial behaviour.
We have had to sweep broken liquor bottles from our front door and the
pavement. This is very insensitive to one's belief and the above application will
just increase this type of behaviour.
Unfortunately, there is an increase in the traffic as buses are having to line up on
the main road on Ernest Avenue on the queue gets very long stretching onto the
railway bridge at times.
I object to the above premises being used to serve alcohol or as a night club to
play live music or any pub like venue.
I hope that the Lambeth Council rejects the change of use.
Thanks
Agenor A Jr
Enviado do meu iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

LambethCouncil
Licensing
Form submission from: Comment on a licence application - form Rep16 - Diallo Haruna
17 October 2020 22:55:19

Submitted on Saturday, October 17, 2020 - 22:55
Submitted by user: Anonymous
Submitted values are:
     ==Your personal details==
    Title: Mr
    First name: Diallo
    Last name: Haruna
    Email: i
    Telephone:
==Your address==
Address:
UPRN:
==Your comments==
    Which application do you want to comment on? I OPPOSE LONDON BEER
    FACTORY, 2 to 12, Ernest Avenue, SE27 ODA, WEST NORWOOD.
    Preventing crime and disorder: Some Attendants may resort to
    Antisocial behaviour and crime.
    Public safety:
    As there already a number of pubs, I think it
    It's going to be difficult to get parking, as it's closer to the
    West Norwood. Due to the narrow pavement along the the property,
    people would be forced onto the Stretch.
    n

    Preventing public nuisance:
    Most of the Attendance may embarrass neighbours. Broken Glasses
    along the pavement, may be bad for the neighbours etc
    Protecting children from harm: Children are at risks due to bad
    characters of some of the Attendees
    Any other comments: Crime rate may rise due to some Attendees
    Supporting evidence 1:
    Supporting evidence 2:
    Supporting evidence 3:

[https://www.lambeth.gov.uk/sites/default/files/650x100-covid-email-banner.png]

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Licensing
Obection of licence for London beer factory - Rep17 - Fousseini Bamba
18 October 2020 18:59:08

Dear Sir/Madam
I wish to raise objection against the use of property with Address 2-12 Ernest Avenue,
SE27 0DA.
The Street is so busy without Parking Facilities, also, thereare several pubs close to
the Address, and the pavement is quite narrow that,it would pose danger to Pedestrians,
especially,children. Thank you.
Fousseini Bamba
Get Outlook for Android

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Licensing
The London Beer Factory 2-12 Ernest Avenue SE27 0DA - Rep18 - Abdinasir Mohamoud
18 October 2020 20:04:05

Hi Planning Officer @ Lambeth Council
I sincerely hope and pray that all is well. Ameen
I would like to object to the Change of use for the above premises due to the following
reasons.
There are already 3 premises within 50 metres of the area serving beer and alcohol and
nightclub and unfortunately due to this there is an increase in antisocial behaviour
especially during the evenings.
We have seen drunk people peeing in the Alleyway next to the West Norwood Mosque
and also sleeping in the Alleyway.
We have people who come to pray peacefully and also children who attend the Mosque for
Islamic Lessons and School Tutions and they already feel unsafe having to walk past drunk
people and the above will only increase antisocial behaviour.
We have had to sweep broken liquor bottles from our front door and the pavement and
unfortunately at times some people have left beer bottles and cans of beer on our doorstep
knowing that as a Muslim and a Mosque alcohol is something that is not allowed. This is
very insensitive to one's belief and the above application will just increase this type of
behaviour.
Unfortunately there is an increase in the traffic as buses are having to line up on the main
road on Ernest Avenue on the queue gets very long stretching onto the railway bridge at
times.
I object to the above premises being used to serve alcohol or as a night club to play live
music or any pub like venue.
I hope that the Lambeth Council rejects the change of use.
Thanks
Abdinasir

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

LambethCouncil
Licensing
Form submission from: Comment on a licence application - form Rep19 - Abdul Ghaffar
19 October 2020 12:21:57

Submitted on Monday, October 19, 2020 - 12:21
Submitted by user: Anonymous
Submitted values are:
     ==Your personal details==
    Title: Mr
    First name: Abdul
    Last name: Ghaffar
    Email:
    Telephone:
==Your address==
Address:
UPRN:
==Your comments==
    Which application do you want to comment on? London Beer Lab,
    2-12 Ernest Avenue, SE25 0DA
    Preventing crime and disorder: There are already plenty of
    licensed premises in the area.
    Public safety:
    Preventing public nuisance:
    Protecting children from harm: There is an Islamic Centre
    literally around the corner at 58-60 Norwood High Street. It has
    classes for children at the weekends and daily in the evenings.
    Any other comments:
    Supporting evidence 1:
    Supporting evidence 2:
    Supporting evidence 3:

[https://www.lambeth.gov.uk/sites/default/files/650x100-covid-email-banner.png]

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

LambethCouncil
Licensing
Form submission from: Comment on a licence application - form Rep20 - K Ghufoor
19 October 2020 17:12:51

Submitted on Monday, October 19, 2020 - 17:12
Submitted by user: Anonymous
Submitted values are:
     ==Your personal details==
Title:
First name: K
Last name: Ghufoor
Email:
Telephone:
==Your address==
Address:
UPRN:
==Your comments==
    Which application do you want to comment on? The London beer
    factory
    Preventing crime and disorder: The number of public houses in the
    area cater for the population the increase will lead to more
    unruly socially acceptable behaviour
    Public safety: This will be adversely affected increased
    antisocial behaviour
    Preventing public nuisance: Drunk and disorderly individuals
    Protecting children from harm: Children being taught in nearby
    institutions will be at risk
    Any other comments:
    Supporting evidence 1:
    Supporting evidence 2:
    Supporting evidence 3:

[https://www.lambeth.gov.uk/sites/default/files/650x100-covid-email-banner.png]

